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Faced with a choice between timepieces from 
another age aimed at enthusiasts without much 
imagination and more everyday products, it is 
a delight to see that the international watch and 
jewellery salon Baselworld is once again this year 
proving to be a trendsetter with an array of watch-
es of incredible complexity and totally original 
ways of displaying the time.



The UR-T8, launched to commemorate the 
20th anniversary of the brand, is Urwerk’s 
first ‘transformable’ watch. A series of precise 
actions allows the case to be unlocked from 
its surround. Once out of its cradle, the case 
containing the movement becomes mobile 
and can be flipped over and then locked back 
into place with a metallic click. The dial is 
thus protected beneath a titanium shield and 
the UR-T8 becomes a mystery object on the 
wrist. From its shape and its highly original 
design, it is impossible to guess whether it is 
a futuristic piece of jewellery inspired by the 
spaceships in the television series from the 
seventies and eighties Cosmos 1999 or a real 
watch equipped with a display  that has come 
straight from another galaxy.  That said, 20 
years ago this small house was revolutionising 
the world of watchmaking and was giving 
forward-looking ideas to a craft looking to 
the future. Today, with the UR-T8 watch, 
this firm with its nonconformist approach to 
watchmaking has once again revolutionised 
even the concept of the watch-bracelet. Who 
knows what next: the speed of light? 

Urwerk UR-T8:
the anniversary edition







The highly complex Predator 2.0 Regulator 
Tourbillon brings together exceptional watch-
making and racing cars in a limited edition of 
30 pieces in which design competes with im-
pressive technical mastery. Beneath its sleek 
lines – the modular case can be personalised- 
this new Predator 2.0 celebrates two complica-
tions that are symbols of chronometric precision 
and many centuries of watchmaking history: the 
regulator and the tourbillon. To compensate for 

the effect of the earth’s gravity on the speed of 
time, the tourbillon completes its revolutions at 
6 o’clock in a 2.0-style mechanical ballet. Laid 
out like the dashboard of a racing car, the reg-
ulator displays the counters for hours and min-
utes at 10 o’clock and 2 o’clock while the second 
hand between the two counters keeps time.  The 
whole thing beats to the rhythm of a self-wind-
ing movement, or that of a high performance 
engine, and offers a 65-hour power reserve.

REBELLION:
Predator 2.0 
Regulator Tourbillon:
GT time





Heir to the great English watchmaker and 
astronomer George Graham (1673-1751), the 
house that bears his name was founded in 
La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1995 with the aim of 
maintaining the legend of this visionary who, 
throughout his life, created high precision 
watches. But this inspirational engineer, 
for whom the most accurate timepiece 
was the celestial heavens, also produced 
a number of astronomical instruments 
designed to unlock the mysteries of the 
universe. To celebrate this man of the Age 
of Enlightenment, both watchmaker and 
astronomer, Graham manufacture presents 
this 48mm diameter piece in rose gold. 
Fitted with a manual calibre regulated by 
a tourbillon, it sports a face reminiscent of 
watches of the XVIIIth century, displaying the 
time as well as showing the movements of 
planet earth in turquoise, the Moon fashioned 
from a real lunar meteorite and Mars, 
created from a meteorite from Mars.

Graham Geo.
Graham Orrery 
Tourbillon:
the time machine







It took the watchmakers at the house of Jacob 
& Co. two years of development to produce 
this new watch christened Astronomia Solar. 
Its impressive 44.5mm diameter case unites 
the eight planets of our solar system (Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and 
Neptune).  So airborne as to be almost cosmic, 
this timepiece offers an original movement that 
seems to levitate in the case like a space sta-
tion in the interplanetary void. The moving parts 

such as the globe are regulated by a tourbillon 
that rotates in 60 seconds on 2 axes and com-
pletes a full rotation in 10 minutes.  At the same 
time, the arm holding the zodiac completes a 
full revolution, thanks to a microscopic differ-
ential system, while maintaining the hands at 
12 o’clock-6 o’clock in the same position so as 
not to affect legibility. A veritable window into 
space, this delightful watch has a touch of stel-
lar magic.

Jacob & Co. 
Astronomia 
Solar:
a watchmaking 
galaxy



Making of the 
‘Eagle Soul Cuff’ 
by the House of Tabbah





Nowadays cuffs and wide bangles alike are 
worn for their instant power to make any out-
fit uber stylish. More than any other pieces of 
jewellery, cuffs are meant to latch onto your 
body. This attribute has a more anthropologi-
cal origin that can be traced back to antiqui-
ty, where cuffs had both talismanic and rank 
purposes. Ancient Egyptians used wide be-
jewelled bracelets that were inscribed on the 
inside with hieroglyphs; the Chinese nobili-
ty wore cuffs made of intricately carved jade, 
whilst Mayan kings wore cuffs made of pure 
gold. In each ruling civilisation, cuffs were 
having a predominant role in society. 

So it would be interesting to know what these 
old cultures would make of the sublime con-
temporary examples presented in this story. 
They have been chosen to represent most cre-
ative styles (baroque, architectural, naturalis-
tic), but also to showcase the creative ingenu-
ity of today’s leading high jewellers. Roll up 
your sleeves and let your forearms and wrists 
do the talking.



What better way to start this review than with the ‘Eagle Soul Cuff’ 
by The House of Tabbah, the illustrious Lebanese jeweller! The cre-
ative director, Nagib Tabbah conceptualized Eagle Soul the way a 
sculptor would approach his art. The long painstaking process started 
with working a wax and silver model until the ideal proportions were 
reached, then “an 18K rose gold model was created to study the ide-
al weight and understand the play of light on the body”, he says. 150 
individually crafted feathers were created, each unique in size and 
shape, graduated from two to four layers, and all carefully positioned 
to evoke the eagle in flight.

‘Eagle Soul Cuff’ in 18K rose 
gold set with 150 individually 
crafted feathers, 72 of which 

are set with 1,000 white 
brilliant-cut diamonds; the 

beak set with 45 fancy intense 
yellow brilliant-cut diamonds, 

and the eyes with two round 
shaped emeralds. POA.

www.tabbah.com



Cartier has a long history of creating optical illusions in its high jew-
ellery pieces. Be it to create a natural flow, depth or deceptive lay-
ers, Cartier’s expertise is again on show in the ‘Cinétique Set’ from 
Cartier Magicien collection, which also celebrates the classic com-
bination of black, green and white that was highly popular in the 
1920’s.  As its name suggests, the ‘Cinétique Set’ combines both ki-
netics and visual stimulation. A flared emerald weighing 40.57 car-
ats is the anchor for a regular succession of parallel bars, whose 
surface offers a mathematical distribution of diamond paving and 
solid black onyx. Depending on where and how one looks, the cuff 
can appear either fully diamond-paved or entirely black.

‘Cinétique Bracelet’ in 18K white 
gold set with one 40.57-carat 
Brazilian emerald, eight square 
shaped and rectangular shaped 
corner-cut emeralds (from 
Colombia and Afghanistan for 
a total weight of 4.07 carats), 
onyx, and brilliant-cut diamonds; 
Cartier Magicien collection. POA.

www.cartier.com





First unveiled in a rose gold and diamond 
version in 2015, the ‘Dune’ cuff took two 
years to be finalised, especially the plan-
ning of the width of the rails was a chal-
lenging and time consuming step. As in 
architecture, where occupying the space 
is as important as making the most of emp-
ty spaces, the ‘Dune’ cuff celebrates the 
beauty of round brilliant-cut diamonds by 
making them appear as though suspend-
ed in thin air. After applying the same 
design formula to a pair of earrings, and 
several rings, now comes a new version 
of the cuff in white gold with mother-of-
pearl strips. The latter naturally displays 
a marquetry-style pattern, which chang-
es colour in response to the light.

‘Dune Cuff Mother-of-Pearls’ in 
18K white gold set with 2 pear-

shaped diamonds weighing 1.44 
carats, 26 trapeze-cut diamonds 

weighing 4.01 carats, 72 brilliant-
cut diamonds weighing 2.16 carats 
and 34 mother-of-pearls weighing 

8.50 carats. POA.

www.alexandrereza.com



One signature move from Glenn Spiro when it comes to cuffs is that they of-
ten come in pairs, as seen in these utterly superb ‘Sirene Cuffs’. After all, there 
is nothing more empowering and glamorous than having a cuff on each arm, 
thereby displaying a striking symmetry in one’s silhouette. These particular 
cuffs are technically extravagant since each scale – micro-set with diamonds 
on one edge and fitted with a marquise-cut diamond inside – moves indepen-
dently from one another, whilst the anodized titanium allows a gradual colour-
ing that evokes sunset. It takes just one peak inside the cuff to see how each 
scale is affixed to the tubular structure with a spring between them.

One pair of ‘Sirene Cuffs’ in 
titanium and 18K white gold, set 
with 280 marquise-cut diamonds 
(total of 55.08 carats), 7,528 
round diamonds (total of 21.5  
carats). POA.

www.glennspiro.com



Another architectural approach, courtesy of Lorenz Baumer, also plays with 
transparency versus solid surfaces in a hide-and-seek game, or more precise-
ly a Mikado game. Although it is not quite a geodesic dome – each panel is 
irregular – yet the ensemble is voluminous and generous. While all the sharp 
lines are diamond-paved, oval cut tourmalines and spinels bestow softness and 
warmth. Furthermore the gemstones do not look like they are caged in; they 
rather appear to float inside their respective frames. Lastly the polished rose 
gold adds depth to the piece.

‘Mikado Cuff’ in 18K rose gold set with 
three pink tourmalines (respectively 
10.44 carats, 9.02 carats and 6.29 
carats), two copper tourmalines 
(respectively 16.51 carats and 14.47 
carats), one 1.99-carat pink spinel, 
one 1.40-carat red spinel and white 
diamonds (total of 8.12 carats). POA. 

www.lorenzbaumer.com





Let’s cast free of the earth and float up in the air, this time 
with a delightful, almost fairy-tale, scene by Chopard. Not 
only is the colourful lace work outstanding, the piece is 
also literally a gift that keeps on giving. The three butter-
flies that rest on the floral body of the cuff can indeed be 
detached; two become a pair of earrings, while the larger 
one a brooch, and just like real insects they hover above 
flowers for their nectar, then fly way. It is a delicate com-
position that is a dazzling feat of setting skills. From all 
angles, the cuff offers an intricacy of details, enhanced 
with accents of teal blue, pinks, purple and red.

‘Chopard Cuff Bracelet’ in 
multicoloured titanium set with 
spinels, Paraiba tourmalines, 
tsavorites, amethysts, rubies, 
emeralds and topazes. POA 

www.chopard.com



‘Chopard Cuff Bracelet’ in 
multicoloured titanium set with 
spinels, Paraiba tourmalines, 
tsavorites, amethysts, rubies, 
emeralds and topazes. POA 

www.chopard.com



From the Amazonia Collection by Lydia Courteille comes a verdant 
masterpiece. The artist has rendered the luxuriant vegetation and 
rich ecosystem of one of the world’s natural lungs via carved stones 
for the leaves (with details of the veins and damaged borders) and 
diamond-paved bugs and centipede in white gold, which are creep-
ing over and from under the foliage. It is almost possible to sense the 
vitality of the rainforest in all its density. “The green turquoise evokes 
landscapes from a bird’s eye view of the forest canopy”, Lydia says.

‘Amazonia Cuff’ in 18K gold set 
with 802 brown diamonds (total of 
21.93 carats), 7 tsavorites (total of 
1.60 grs), 3 green turquoises (total 
of 55.13 grs) and one 5.90-carat 
oval-cut emerald. POA.

www.lydiacourteille.com





Flora can also grace a more delicate incarnation, one that heralds 
auspicious and romantic days. Such is the ‘Amarante Cuff’ by Indian 
designer Neha Dani, a symphony of natural pink and purplish-pink 
diamonds (the latter being certified by the Gemmological Institute 
of America) on a cuff that took more than a year and 2,000 hours to 
complete. Each flower is different and each petal organically folds 
and ruffles as nature intended. There is no shortage of femininity 
yet the cuff avoids any concession to girlishness; and it is as much 
an extraordinary one-of-a-kind jewel (11,611 pink diamonds have 
been set) as a reference to an expressionist’s work of art.

‘Amarante Cuff’ in 18K rose gold 
set with 4.02 carats of GIA certified 
natural fancy vivid intense purplish 
pink diamonds and 72.83 carats of 
natural pink diamonds. POA.

www.nehadani.com



The Verdura 2016 Holiday Collection, Out of This World: From the Celestial to 
the Surreal, marks the 75th anniversary of an eponymous collaboration. The con-
temporary designs draw from elements of the original five jewels, which Fulco di 
Verdura and Salvador Dali created together, as well as from Surrealist-inspired ar-
chival designs which Verdura continued to create in the years following. The design 
team has focussed on crucial details of each original artwork to create brand new, 
modern and versatile jewels. Here is the cuff from the Dogwood Collection that was 
inspired by the original Dogwood design, created in 1942 by Fulco di Verdura and 
featured in a Dali Surrealist landscape painting in Vogue, October 1943. 

‘Dogwood Cuff’ in 18K yellow gold 
and black jade with a dogwood 
motif set with rainbow moonstones 
and sapphires. POA.

www.verdura.com



‘Adler jewellery embodies dreams of enchanting legends, intimate encounters, fara-
way journeys and subtle emotions’. This is Swiss high jeweller Adler’s evocative self-
description, and the ‘Strelitzia Bracelet’ encompasses all these promises rolled into 
one. Like a modern painting, the black jet pristine surface is woken up by two styl-
ised flowers, in the manner of Japanese lacquer work. Furthermore the chromatic 
triumvirate made of black, white and red guarantees elegance and versatility. When 
one knows how complex it is to inlay mother-of-pearl on a curved surface, there is 
much to appreciate in this deceptively pared down beauty.

‘Strelitzia Bracelet’ in 18K white 
gold and jet set with mother-of-
pearl, one 3.02-carat ruby, one 
2.98-carat ruby, a further 255 
rubies (for 0.39 carat) and 41 
diamonds (total weight of 0.49 
carat). POA.

www.adler.ch





No crocodile has been harmed in making this exquisite cuff. On the con-
trary it could be said that the sapphire-paved piece is a great homage to 
the reptile family. Busatti Milano revels in creating haute joaillerie pieces 
with an edge, instant classics with a modern allure. And if the sheer vol-
ume of blue sapphires was not enough, the addition of royal cushion-cut 
diamonds in the centre of each scale is the icing on the cake, making 
this piece utterly glamorous. Thanks to the titanium used for the body, the 
combined carat weight will feel surprisingly light, another reason why you 
would wear this marvel all day long.

‘Crocodile Bracelet’ in 18K white gold 
and titanium, set with brilliant-cut blue 
sapphires (total weight of 31.97 carats) 
and royal cushion-cut diamonds (total 
weight of 28.32 carats). POA.

www.busattimilano.com



Have you ever experienced a jewel that is so yummy-looking, you wished it were ed-
ible? It could be because of the Burmese ruby cabochons that look like grapes or 
berries, that the ‘Red Carpet Bracelet’ by Italian high jeweller Veschetti is just such 
an enticing jewel. Diamond-paved leaves accentuate the flow after every two rows of 
cabochons, and as those rows are set in a kind of V shape, all pointing in the same 
direction, it makes the bracelet a tantalising never-ending loop. Moreover the set-
ting of the gemstones is such that the bracelet is gently flexible. Simply perfect.

‘Red Carpet Bracelet’ in 18K yellow 
gold set with cabochon-cut Burmese 
rubies (total weight of 80.26 carats) 
and brilliant-cut G / IF diamonds 
(total weight of 12.06 carats); 
The Collection by Veschetti. POA.

www.veschetti.com



There is something fascinating about this 
cuff created by Danish high jewellers 
Hartmann’s. It has the delicacy of lace 
(the fine scallop design, the mini crowns 
made of trios of round brilliant-cut dia-
monds), the richness of embroidery (the 
almost random distribution of the keshi 
pearls with their natural baroque forms) 
and the mineralogy of the noblest rocks 
(the black / dark grey intensity). It could 
almost pass for Victorian crochet if it were 
not for the contemporary expertise be-
hind the design. It is also interesting to 
note that such a captivating ‘dark’ design 
comes from the same jewellery house that 
is a major purveyor of pieces with Argyle 
pink diamonds (Hartmann’s is one of the 
Select Ateliers).

Bracelet in 18K black rhodium 
plated white gold set with 
56 keshi pearls and 1.056 

diamonds (F-H/VVS-VS - total 
weight of 19.28 carats). POA.

www.hartmanns.com





Talking about lace, the ‘Oasis Emerald Kada Cuff’ by Nirav Modi would fit the St 
Gallen variety for it is exquisitely fine. It conjures an intricate pattern where aper-
tures contribute as much to the overall architecture as the metallic delineation. The 
emeralds pepper the design and inject green vibrancy into the white body; hence 
its name: the emeralds (which are nestled in the midst of or around floral forms) are 
the providential verdant oases. There is, besides, a spiritual dimension: this bracelet 
being a twist on the traditional Kada or steel bangle, the symbol of unbreakable at-
tachment to God in the culture of the Punjab.

‘Oasis Emerald Kada Cuff’ 
in 18K white gold set with 
Colombian emeralds (total 
weight over 13 carats), oval 
shaped and round shaped 
brilliant-cut diamonds (total 
weight over 19 carats). POA.

www.niravmodi.com



“Jewellery is a form of storytelling to me. Each piece tells its own story, reflect-
ing a journey through ancient times, mythology, history and the present. It is a 
boundless form of expression and beauty married with form, proportion, per-
spective and equilibrium”, says Mita Vohra, the founder of Ortaea. Her one-of-
a-kind cuff from the Nature’s Wonder Collection is testament to her vision. 
Again a take on lace design, this marvel is of the sensual sort. Delicate ara-
besques frame a filigree surface that also serves as a canvas for diamond pav-
ing. A pear shape tanzanite of extreme clarity crowns the tactile mesh.

Cuff in 18K black gold set with 
one 17.30-carat tanzanite and 
13.17 carats of diamonds. POA.

www.ortaea.com





Piaget, which has become a specialist in fash-
ioning gold, is known for collaborating with the 
best artisans in order to help them achieve the 
extraordinary in high jewellery and watches. This 
time they called on the unique expertise of Sara 
Bran for lace making in gold, a highly techni-
cal talent, which involves drilling, piercing and 
sculpting. The ‘High Jewellery Lacework on Gold 
Cuff Watch’ (first unveiled at SIHH 2017) is an 
unprecedented example of how this technique 
is applied to jewellery. The oval shaped white 
opal dial at the centre of the work is framed by 
a diamond-set bezel. Prong-set marquise-cut or 
brilliant-cut diamonds adorn the gold lacework, 
which is enhanced by engraved leaf motifs.

‘High Jewellery Lacework on Gold Cuff 
Watch’ in 18K pink gold set with 382 

brilliant-cut diamonds (approx. 11.07 
carats) and 30 marquise-cut diamonds 

(approx. 4.74 carats), adorned with gold 
lacework, Piaget 56P quartz movement, 

white opal dial, one-of-a-kind creation and 
boutique exclusive model. POA.

www.piaget.com



As in all of Hemmerle’s creations, the harmoni-
ous marriage between antiques, out of the or-
dinary artefacts or tributes to the past, cutting-
edge materials, and improbable components, 
is possible thanks to the superlative craftsman-
ship applied. For this splendid bangle, whose 
pattern evokes either ancient column capitals 
or papyrus foliage, the hidden modernity re-
sides in the co-existence of white gold, silver 
and aluminium. It may also come from the ceru-
lean colour way, which enhances the exotic fla-
vour of the piece. Presented at Tefaf Maastricht 
2017, this bangle is surely going to make an 
impression. After all it was used on the beauti-
ful Hemmerle invitation to the fair. 

Hemmerle Maximilianstrasse 14,
80539 Munich, +49 89 24 22 600

Hemmerle bangle in 
aluminum, silver and 18K white 
gold, set with aquamarines 
and sapphires. POA.

www.hemmerle.com



‘Emerald Pear Necklace & Emerald 
Pear Earrings Set’ in 18K white gold 
set with pear modified brilliant-cut 

Columbian emeralds, pear brilliant- 
and rose-cut diamonds (for the 

earrings, over 4 carats of diamonds 
and over 9 carats of emeralds; for the 
necklace, over 52 carats of emeralds 

and over 43 carats of diamonds); 
Colored Stone Collection. POA.



The triumvirate of three radiant women chosen by NIRAV MODI 
for their International ad campaign shot by legendary photogra-
pher Peter Lindberg, evokes Raphaël’s masterwork ‘The Three 
Graces’. The initial classical beauties have been updated with a 
modern multi-cultural version staring actors Lisa Haydon, Rosie-
Huntington Whiteley and Romanian model Andreea Diaconu. 
Yet the scene is as sensual and feminine as the original paint-
ing, and above all it marries NIRAV MODI’s two favourite muses 
- women and diamonds - in one vision of refinement.

It is also the opportunity to feature NIRAV MODI’s main collections: 
“the Jasmine Collection that embodies the essence of the flow-
er, the Luminance Collection, that plays on a variety of diamond 
cuts to capture the nuances of light, the Embrace Collection in-
spired by his daughters’ toy bangles which is a trade secret feat of 
engineering, the Lotus Collection, inspired by the dreamy, sur-
real paintings of Monet, the Celestial Collection that echoes the 
twilight and soft halos of the night sky and the Mughal Collection, 
inspired by the in-lay work floral forms of the Mughal Era”, the team 
explains.

TAP HERE TO SEE
THE FASCINATING

WORLD OF
NIRAV MODI

‘Ainra® Bracelet’ in 18K white gold 
set with 7 GIA certified Fancy Pink 
Champagne marquise diamonds 
(ranging from 2.01 carats to 1.02 
carats each) and 22 GIA certified 

brilliant-cut diamonds (total weight 
of over 9 carats). A luminous mosaic 

of multi-coloured diamonds set within 
the unique Ainra® cut; diamond links 

weighing over 7 carats (total weight of 
diamonds is 47 carats). POA.



‘Luminance Necklace’ in 18K white gold 
set with over 103 carats of diamonds. A 

unique three dimensionality is introduced 
in the centre layer, with a folding on the 
top layer followed by the flattened mesh, 

hich is embellished by a fringe composed 
of pear-shaped diamonds. An array of 
fancy shaped diamonds with different 
cuts float over a handcrafted rose-cut 

diamonds mesh that exhibits richness and 
various gradations of light; 

Luminance Collection. POA.



It all started when in 2009 when the founder, 
Mr. Nirav Modi was commissioned by a friend 
to not only source two diamonds for a pair of 
earrings but also to come up with the exciting 
design. This first success (the friend loved the 
outcome) strengthened Nirav Modi’s intent to 
eventually launch a fully integrated diamond 
jewellery house with international reach.

The first impetus – the vertical integration – 
was almost a given since Mr. Modi was born 
into a family of diamond merchants in India, 
and grew up in Antwerp (the hub of interna-
tional diamond trading and cutting) where his 
father, Deepak Modi, had moved in the ‘60s. 
Returning from his studies in the USA, he went 
on to train for his uncle, Mehul Choksi, chair-
man of Gitanjali, India’s leading gem and 
jewellery company, where he learned all the 
ropes. In 1999 Modi eventually founded his 
own trading company, Firestar Diamond. 

‘Ainra® Waterfall Earrings’ in 18K white gold 
set with 43 carats of diamonds, featuring a GIA 

certified marquise-shaped diamond set amongst 
a cluster of smaller pear- and marquise-shaped 

diamonds. Bringing movement and luminosity to the 
design are 5 rows of patented Ainra® cut; diamond 

links cascade down from the surmount and end 
with 5 GIA certified pear-shaped diamonds; 

High Jewellery Collection. POA.



Being a third-generation diamantaire, dinner ta-
ble conversations were always about diamonds 
and exceptional stones. By the time he was ready 
to start working, most diamond terminology came 
as second nature, even though he never specifical-
ly planned to be in the diamond business. Having 
grown up in Antwerp, Belgium, ‘The Diamond 
City’ in Europe, as a child, Mr. Modi was aware 
and receptive to a lot of beauty around him, given 

the early orientation by him artistic and talent-
ed mother, who was an interior designer ahead 
of her time.  Being in Antwerp, he was also ex-
posed to a lot of art and design - from 16th Century 
paintings by Rubens to Art Nouveau architecture 
to modern day fashion designers, Antwerp has 
housed a lot of inspiring people and works. As a 
young adult, he also visited several art museums 
in Rome, Paris, Brussels and Barcelona. 

‘Swan Cuff’ in 18K white gold set with 
table-, round brilliant- and baguette-
cut diamonds (for a total weight of 95 

carats), is inspired by the swift and 
graceful movements of a beautiful swan 

and this elegant jewel exhibits enchanted, 
feather-like movements similar to that of 

a swan that unleashes the inherent fierce 
scintillation of the diamonds. POA.



Today, it is worth noting that Modi is a known collector of ec-
lectic works of art from contemporary photography to ancient 
artefacts. The skills of buying, cutting, polishing and trading 
were learned throughout Modi’s life, whilst designing imagina-
tive pieces sprang from a wish to exalt women’s aura and his 
exposure from an early age to the world of art and poetry.

‘Brocade Necklace’ in 
18K white and yellow gold 

set with over 11 carats of 
diamonds. Depicting the 

luxurious sheen of brocade 
in gold, this necklace 

features a mix of brilliant-
cut diamonds. POA.



The second part of his journey – a diamond jew-
ellery house – grew from Mr. Modi’s decades of 
expertise with the gemstone (a self-described 
“Haut Diamantaire”) and his drive to reinvigor-
ate the role of diamonds via cutting-edge set-
tings and ingenious patented cuts. To date, these 
are: the Endless® cut (inspired by the antique 
Chinese jade archer ring, this cut allows cali-
brated curved diamonds to be set invisibly side 
by side in the Enigma setting); the Jasmine Cut 
(a half briolette cut); the Mughal® cut (a petal 
shape which has each corner tapered); and the 
Ainra® cut (where an all diamond link is formed 
with no metal required). In terms of settings, the 
Embrace has been the most ground-breaking in 
that it allows gold links to stretch open and close, 
thereby creating the ultimate easy-to-wear ban-
gle. One constant idea is to avoid metal as much 
as possible in the settings, where gemstones have 
to float and designs become like a second skin. 
Interestingly, this concept is in direct contrast to 
the Indian tradition of putting gold at the fore-
front in jewellery.

Two benchmark events have helped propel NIRAV 
MODI onto the world map as a recognised pur-
veyor of both exceptional quality stones and show-
stopping designs.

First was the creation of the ‘Golconda Lotus’ neck-
lace in 2010, which stars a 12.29-carat Type IIa 
antique cut diamond, set among D flawless pear 
shaped diamonds. So phenomenal was this high 
jewellery neckpiece that Christie’s Hong Kong de-
cided to secure it for auction. The second event 
which uncannily occurred that same year, was 
Sotheby’s auction of the ‘Riviere of Perfection’ neck-
lace, an extraordinary row of 72 D flawless dia-
monds (the largest 36 all being certified Type IIa), 
for a total auspicious weight of 88.88 carats. Both 
auctions helped cement this emerging name in-
side the tight-knit haute joaillerie collectors’ club. 

Boosted by these record-breaking events, it was 
then just a matter of time for NIRAV MODI to ex-
pand beyond India’s shores. A first boutique in 
Delhi and a flagship store in Mumbai were then 
followed by a string of international openings dur-
ing 2015-2016: New York City, Hong Kong (three 
outposts) and more recently Macau and London. 
Going forward, the brand is looking at opening 
a 100 stores in 10 years. All these openings have 
been accompanied by a broad and selective me-
dia plan, not least another current ad campaign 
for the Indian bridal market. Its suspense is pep-
pered with humour, in true Bollywood style, yet it 
also uses the aspirational Western codes of luxury.



On the spectacular rooftop of a sleek sky-
scraper, Priyanka Chopra, the gorgeous 
Miss World and acclaimed actress, vents 
to her boyfriend about how her tendency 
to always say ‘yes’ to her friends or boss 
systematically lends her to regretting it. 
That is why she is resolved to say ‘no’ from 
now on. We, the viewers, watch in despair, 
as we know that unbeknownst to her, her 
boyfriend intends to propose with a sub-
lime NIRAV MODI solitaire that same even-
ing. The power of NIRAV MODI’s Celestial 
Solitaire Ring – and for that matter all his 
creations – is indeed such that love tri-
umphs in the end. We are hanging upon 
Chopra’s every word, as she is about to ex-
press the most important ‘yes’ of her life, 
the same way the central diamond is sus-
pended inside its diamond-paved halo of 
the Celestial design. This again augurs a 
fundamental cornerstone of NIRAV MODI’s 
plans: creating the first Indian high jewel-
lery brand by ‘fusing Indian traditions with 
contemporary Western sophistication’, the 
team says.

‘Pear Tanzanite Earrings’ in 18K white gold set with 
over 16 carats of diamonds and over 33 carats of 

tanzanites. Inspired by the jewellery of royalty, this 
grand tanzanite earrings and necklace set (the 
necklace is featured in a later spread) features 

an array of pear modified brilliant-cut tanzanites 
complemented by oval brilliant-cuts and pear 

and marquise Jasmine cut® diamonds. Deep blue 
princess-cut tanzanites are sprinkled along the 

jewel to enhance the scintillation; 
Colored Stone Collection. POA.



To talk about meteoric expansion through heavy 
investments to grow the brand is an understate-
ment, it is about world domination: Mr. Modi en-
visages opening a further one hundred stores by 
2025.

Such an ambitious business plan needs to be 
backed up by a large manufacturing facility, and 
of course it is, with a research and development 
department in Mumbai, right next to a state-of-
the-art atelier. Latest technologies co-exist with 
ancient methods in the workshop with over 700 

skilled artisans. From the most accessible lines to 
the high jewellery one-of-a-kind pieces, the qual-
ity is optimal (D, E or F in colour and flawless to 
VVS clarity) and each jewel that comes out of the 
workshop is vetted for perfection and comfort. 

Indian heritage as inspiration is never far away 
however, the collections are rather a modern re-
invention than a literal homage. The NIRAV MODI 
jewels are a combination of delicacy and techno-
logical prowess; they are ultra-feminine yet mod-
ern, inherently luxurious but cool at the same time. 

‘Emerald Luminance Ring’ in 18K white and 
yellow gold set with over 3.50 carats of diamonds 

and over 5 carats of emeralds. A variety of 
diamond cuts are combined with pear-shaped 

emeralds set in a flower motif, in a fluid and 
playful juxtaposition. A mélange of pear-, 

marquise- and round-cut diamonds with a 
signature NIRAV MODI pixie setting at the tips of 

each diamond creates a magnificent burst effect; 
Luminance Collection. POA.



The exquisite symphony of faceted gemstones 
– some used as vibrant colour accents or sooth-
ing tone – kindle amorous thoughts while at the 
same time NIRAV MODI wants to ‘ignite feminin-
ity’. It is achieved with both virtuosity and sim-
plicity, combining spontaneity with geometry, 
fantasy with practicality, and a sense of playful-
ness with grown-up elegance.

www.niravmodi.com

‘Pear Tanzanite Necklace’ (part of a set with 
previously featured ‘Pear Tanzanite Earrings’) 
in 18K white gold set with over 72 carats of 
diamonds and over 129 carats of tanzanites. 
It features an array of pear modified brilliant-cut 
tanzanites complemented by oval brilliant-cuts 
and pear and marquise Jasmine cut® diamonds. 
Deep blue princess-cut tanzanites are sprinkled 
along the jewel to enhance the scintillation; 
Colored Stone Collection. POA.
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Each month in this column, I will share my se-
cret jewellery discoveries with you; a selection of 
up to five jewellery pieces based on their crafts-
manship and inspiring creativity. Only one-of-a-
kind (or limited edition) jewels, chosen from all 
around the world, will make the cut. It is not about 
value (pieces could start from a few thousands up 
to millions), yet these pieces could be as much a 
good financial investment as an emotional one. 
There will be no theme other than uniqueness 
in all aspects. It is exclusively on Deluxe Pad for 
you to peruse, appreciate and eventually make 
your own.

Olivier  Dupon

Notes on an Obsession



A literally explosive creation by maestro jeweller Baghat, these chromatically 
asymmetrical earrings are, well… to die-for. Two magnificent suns co-exist, 
one strikingly vivid thanks to a certified fancy intense yellow central diamond, 
and the other simply tantalizing with a play on varied bronze hues for pearls. 
Sunrays of two kinds alternate between gradual-sized diamond pavé and 
pearls, and when you know that the brilliance of diamonds bounces so well off 
the luminescence of pearls, you get a match made in heaven. 

Available exclusively at FD Gallery, Manhattan. 
www.FD-Gallery.com
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A pair of natural pearl and diamond 
Star Ear Clips in platinum and 
18K gold, centering a yellow old 
European-cut 2.80-carat diamond – 
certified fancy intense yellow, SI2 – 
and an old European-cut 2.70-carat 
diamond – G colour, SI1; 56 yellow 
round diamonds (total of 5.66 carats), 
and 56 white round diamonds (total 
of 5.25 carats); 56 fancy grey pearls 
(total of 9.73 carats), 56 natural white 
pearls (total of 9.56 carats), and 2 
rondelles weighing 0.31 carat; signed 
Bhagat, circa 2015. POA.



Lingerie is Nikos Koulis’s first 
collection using pearls as its focus, in 
which he combines white diamonds, 
emeralds, blue sapphires and rubies 
and, in certain pieces, black enamel. 
The Greek jeweller has blended 
the delicacy of a lace-like pattern 
with his signature sharp details. 
The play on different sizes of pearls 
produces unexpectedly delicate 
creations which range from casual 
everyday pieces to statement jewels. 
It is haute couture lingerie to say the 
least: the softness of Tahitian silver 
pearls complements the sleekness 
of angular lines (e.g. trillion-cut 
diamonds) as seen in this bracelet. 

www.nikoskoulis.gr
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18K white gold bracelet set with 7.5 
carats of round white diamonds, 2.47 
carats of trillion diamonds and 40.08 
carats of grey pearls; 
The Lingerie Collection. POA.



London private jeweller Jessica McCormack undeniably knows how to 
modernise diamonds. Not only does she revel in instilling a modern neo-
classical quality in her creations, but she knows how to pare down and 
feature large diamond carats so that they never appear ‘in your face’ for 
the wrong reasons. The double pair of ‘Cape Party Jacket’ and ‘Pear Shape 
Diamond’ rings are testament to this ability. The huge solitaire can be 
glammed up by the addition of a ‘cape’. This is a case of ‘more is better’.

www.jessicamccormack.com
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‘The Cape Party Jacket Ring’ 
handcrafted in platinum and backed 
with 18K yellow gold, set with fifty 
graduated baguette-cut diamonds 
(total weight of 7.60 carats), is 
designed to sit with the ‘Pear Shape 
Diamond Ring’ in platinum set with 
an 8.18-carat D / SI1 pear shape 
diamond. POA.



The ‘Krystallo’ choker by LATREΪA is a one-
of-a-kind neckpiece designed by director 
Mana Matsuzaki to celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of the brand. Inspired by René 
Lalique’s famed jewellery incorporating 
glasswork, Matsuzaki got in touch with 
Toru Horiguchi, the youngest Master 
of Edo Kiriko (the Japanese traditional 
technique of cutting delicate patterns 
on glass, a technique originating in the 
late Edo period). “I designed the shape 
of the glass component to be like an 
arrowhead made of ice, and mounted a 
yellow diamond under the glass so that it 
sparkles like a kaleidoscope. Toru’s choice 
of pattern for the glass is a ‘Kikutsunagi’ 
design that represents chrysanthemum 
flowers”, the jeweller says.

www.manamatsuzaki.jp
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‘Krystallo’ choker necklace in 
18K white gold and silver 925, 
set with Edo Kiriko cut glass 
and diamonds. POA.



Beyond being a great tribute to British architectural 
hallmarks, the Jewels of Architecture capsule collection 
by Simone Ng is a fantastic exercise in cross-pollination of 
métiers. Each of the six rings is a miniature interpretation 
of an iconic building, encapsulating years of history 
and a wealth of construction details in each bejeweled 
rendition. Each part of the rings serves a purpose in 
representing an aspect of the building which inspired it; 
however, the designer went further by incorporating secret 
compartments that hide further handcrafted treasures.

www.simonejewels.com
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‘Berry Pomeroy Castle Ring’ (left) in 
18K yellow gold set with one 9.56-carat 
unheated green peridot, pearl and 
diamonds. 
 
‘Kings College Chapel Ring’ (right) in 
18K rose gold set with one 18.20-carat 
sugarloaf aquamarine and diamonds.  
 
The Jewels of Architecture Collection. 
All POA.
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‘Queens House Ring’ in 18K rose gold set 
with one 8.91-carat blue sugarloaf tanzanite, 
mother-of-pearl and diamonds. 
 
‘St Paul’s Cathedral Ring’ in 18K white gold set 
with one 8.55-carat sugarloaf pink zircon and 
diamond micro-paving. 
 
‘The Palace of Westminster Ring’ in 18K white 
gold set with one 10.65-carat sugarloaf red 
garnet, mother-of-pearl and diamonds. 
 
‘The Gherkin Ring’ in 18K white gold set with 
one  8.20-carat sugarloaf purple amethyst, 
mother-of-pearl and diamonds. 
 
The Jewels of Architecture Collection. 
All POA.

www.simonejewels.com







Maison Ruinart’s President and CEO, Frédéric 
Dufour, feels most at home in Reims, France, 
where the world’s best champagnes are pro-
duced. “One of Reims strongest suits, as lo-
cal champagne producers will tell you, is that 
among wine growers, the region conducts the 
cleverest business in the wine industry,” says Mr. 
Dufour. “We are all partners, we buy grapes from 
one another, and some of us have been doing 
business together for over 200 years. We need 
each other.”



Ruinart is France’s first established house of cham-
pagne, 1729 to be exact, with a long and illustrious 
history of great scholars and business moguls that 
brought champagne into the collective conscious-
ness of kingly courts and eventually the larger in-
ternational market. The house’s champagnes are 

comprised with a majority of chardonnay grapes, 
uncommon among producers in the region. The 
most visible and beloved of Ruinart’s wines is their 
classic Blanc de Blancs, crisp and balanced cham-
pagne with intense floral notes that is both extreme-
ly versatile and elegant. Then there is Ruinart’s 

 Ruinart House in Reims, France







Rosé – the world’s first Rosé champagne 
– with an indulgent expression of intense 
fruits and aromatics. These along with su-
perior vintages, such as Dom Ruinart 2004 
made entirely of chardonnay Grands Crus, 
all rest in the Maison’s chalk cellars, some 
of the deepest and most impressive in the 
world and listed as Unesco World Heritage 
Site. 

Ruinart 
Champagne 

Rose



Ruinart Champagne Blanc de Blancs





For Mr. Dufour, Ruinart is not the type of 
brand that needs to rely on marketing tools 
such as celebrity ambassadors to establish 
itself as one of the best champagnes on the 
market. “It’s a product that stands perfect-
ly well on its own,” says Dufour. “The other 
thing that I am certain of is that champagne 
is a luxury, and if you’re French, Ruinart is 
synonymous with the first and best cham-
pagne. Looking back, I have to say that I 
would rather be working at a smaller house 
that is considered a gem and produces ex-
ceptional products than be at a large house 
where the only aim is to grow larger.”

Frédéric Dufour



The Majestic Ruinart Cellars





But then Mr. Dufour is no stranger to working 
among excellence in the luxury business. Before 
Ruinart, he spent nine years in Hong Kong work-
ing within the distribution team for LVMH Moët 
Hennessy Louis Vuitton SA, today the parent com-
pany of Maison Ruinart. Since arriving to Ruinart 
nearly five and half years ago, Mr. Dufour helped 
the company expand in countries such as Brazil, 
India, and China—enormous markets with a 

thirst for European luxury products. France is still 
Ruinart’s largest market. The UK is second. But 
since Mr. Dufour arrived, he has nearly doubled 
the Maison’s export power. What was once a mar-
ket that was 75 percent occupied by a French 
clientele, today international exports account for 
around 50 percent of the company’s business; 
about a five-year export growth from 60,000 to 
200,000 cases. 

Staircase to Ruinart Cellars



Gyropalets in 
Ruinart Cellars





Entreillage in Ruinart Cellars



What Mr. Dufour wants the world to know 
is that Maison Ruinart has always adjusted 
their ideals to what they believe are the high-
est reaches of sophistication and elegance, 
and vigilantly upheld their determination 
to craft a superior product and a commit-
ment to the celebration and funding of the 
arts. “As we continue to commission works 
by internationally acclaimed artists we are 
effectively staying true to our commitment 
of expressing to the world through artist’s 
interpretations, our history, heritage, and 
cuvées,” says Mr. Dufour.  Ruinart is present 
at some of the most important internation-
al art fairs, and recently collaborated with 
Spanish artist, Jaume Plensa, known for his 
silhouette sculptures of human bodies seat-
ed or kneeling. The commissioned work 
will travel around the world before coming 
home to Maison Ruinart.

The Majestic 
Ruinart Cellars





Blanc de Blancs
in Ruinart Cellars







Excitement and anticipation for the 2017 edi-
tion of the Singapore Yacht Show (SYS) is build-
ing with under two months to go. From April 6-9, 
leading industry brands will sail in to ONE°15 
Marina Sentosa Cove for the region’s biggest-ev-
er showcase of boats and yachts. Boat Lagoon 
Yachting, the sole distributor of Princess Yachts in 
South East Asia, will lead the way with a line-up 
of 13 boats; and in an array of regional debuts, 
brands like Simpson Marine, Hong Seh Marine, 
Ferretti Group, Leopard Catamarans, and Azimut 
Singapore will each present an entirely new mod-
el, with more than 20 premieres among the fleet. 



Photo Credit: Blue iProd





Sensational Superyachts 

Leading the way in the 2017 line-up is the 65m Ambrosia, built by 
Benetti in 2006. With four expansive decks, she can accommodate 
up to 12 guests and boasts an on-deck Jacuzzi, swimming pool, and 
helicopter landing pad. Not to be missed is the M/Y Ocean Emerald, 
a contemporary masterpiece designed by Norman Foster and re-
cently featured in the remake of the cult film Point Break. 

Ambrosia by Benetti



Ambrosia by Benetti



M/Y Ocean Emerald by Rodriquez Yachts





Asian Premieres & Debuts 

Loyal supporter Boat Lagoon Yachting will return to the Show once 
again with an impressive line-up, including three iconic models 
from the world-renowned British brand, Princess Yachts, present-
ing a 32M, S60 and Princess 49, with the S60 making its Asia Debut. 

Princess 32M by Princess Yachts



Italian yacht builder Azimut Yachts will also introduce the Azimut 
95RPH to the region for the first time. Designed by Stefano Righini, 
the 94-foot motoryacht features large windows that bring in ample 
amounts of natural light. The 700-square-foot is equipped with a 
Jacuzzi, a bar, a dinette area, and a sun pad. 

The Azimut 95RPH by Azimut Yachts



The Azimut 95RPH by Azimut Yachts





Asia’s leading yacht dealer Simpson Marine 
will have a number of Asian premiers at 
the Show, including the Beneteau Oceanis 
Yacht 62, Beneteau Gran Turismo 46, and 
the Monte Carlo 6, along with the Lagoon 
620 Essense making her Singapore debut. 

Beneteau Oceanis Yacht 62



Beneteau Oceanis Yacht 62



CHECK OUT THE
COOLEST YACHT TOYS
FOR SUMMER
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Hong Seh Marine will display an impressive line-up of yachts, in-
cluding the Asia premiere of the Cranchi Z35 and the Boston Whaler 
370 Outrage. A lovely day-boat or weekend cruiser, the Z35 gives 
you all the comfort of a larger sports cruiser but in a smaller pack-
age, while the award-winning Boston Whaler 370 Outrage is cel-
ebrated for its versatile space. 

Ferretti Group will introduce two new yachts to the market, show-
casing the brand-new Ferretti 450 and Pershing 5X. 

Photo Credit: Blue iProd



Superyacht Brokers & Builders 

SYS 2017 will welcome a high calibre of brands including supery-
acht builders Amels, Baglietto, Benetti, Feadship, Fincantieri, Heesen, 
Lürssen, Silveryachts, Heysea, and Westport. International yacht bro-
kerage company Fraser Yachts will showcase an impressive array of 
superyachts. 

Photo Credit: Blue iProd





Catamarans are King 

Multihulls have long been popular in South East Asia, and have been 
particularly well received at SYS. Not only do they offer expansive interi-
or and exterior spaces, they also provide great stability while underway 
and at anchor. SYS 2017 will welcome a new exhibitor: HH Catamarans 
returns to the show with an expanded line-up of Sunreef Yachts, includ-
ing the newly redesigned Sunreef 62. Leopard Catamarans will be mak-
ing two regional debuts with the Leopard 43 and 45. 

Charley by Echo Yachts



Charley by Echo Yachts





About Singapore Yacht Show 

The Singapore Yacht Show is the leading yacht and luxury show in South 
East Asia and provides an opportunity to discover some of the world’s 
finest superyacht and international boat brands in an elite and highly 
social setting. Held at the award-winning ONE°15 Marina Sentosa Cove, 
the exclusive event epitomises luxury lifestyle and brings together world-
class yachts, glamorous parties, high-end entertaining, and an enviable 
range of prestige products and brands. 

Photo Credit: Blue iProd



S E L EC T I ON





Any superyacht is only as good as its toys, and this 
year’s edition of the Singapore Yacht Show will 
present an impressive array of the latest yacht toys 
and tenders to excite buyers and gadget enthu-
siasts alike. From three-person submarines and 
flyboards to seabobs and inflatables, visitors are 
encouraged to trial these toys first hand at the On 
Water Demo Platform.

S E L EC T I ON



S E L EC T I ON

Exploring the unknown in comfort is now possi-
ble with U Boat Worx, the leading supplier of pri-
vate submarines. A typical yacht toy, the subma-
rines delivers the ultimate diving experience.

Each submarine is handcrafted and overseen by 
in-house experts to ensure every detail is perfect, 

and are designed to provide unmatched comfort, 
space, and style. From inside the U-Boat Worx 
submersibles, everyone enjoys an uninterrupt-
ed view thanks to the strategic placement of the 
components and the use of an ultra-clear acrylic 
hull, expertly engineered to make you feel at one 
with the ocean.

U Boat Worx





S E L EC T I ON

Another expert in submersibles, Triton Submarines 
provides an unmatched diving experience for a 
memorable and spectacular underwater adven-
ture. Committed to producing the best deep-div-
ing submersibles on the planet, they are built from 
the finest materials and are designed, tested, and 
certified to the most rigorous safety standards.

Triton submersibles provide an excellent platform 
for science, archaeology, exploration, or filming. 
Thanks to the large selection of optional extras 
and interchangeable skids available, an owner 
can easily transform their submersible into a full 
science lab or film rig, widening the possibilities 
for exploration and charter.

Triton Submarines
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S E L EC T I ON

Ditch your lousy underwater binoculars for high-quality, commercial-grade 
remotely operated vehicles (ROV), also called underwater drones, specifi-
cally designed and developed to make underwater observation easy and 
affordable.

Marine Commerce offers an extensive selection of submersible robots with 
cameras that are portable, easy to use, and require no maintenance. What’s 
more, ROVs can be deployed from just about anywhere —  there’s no need 
to set up bulky, cumbersome generators or topside boxes.

Marine Commerce ROV - Deep Trekker





S E L EC T I ON

Remember the exciting times on the slides at your 
local playground? Now you can play on bigger 
and better slides – off superyachts and into the 
sparkling ocean. Amp up the level of fun on su-
peryachts with Funair’s finest and widest range of 
inflatables that can be themed to match your yacht 
livery with your yacht’s colour scheme and logo.

Other than yacht slides, Funair also produces 
climbing walls, personal watercraft docks, sea 
pools, floating loungers, floating bouncers, inflat-
able water mat, and SUPs. There’s a yacht toy for 
everyone.

Funair





S E L EC T I ON

The On Water Demonstration Platform is an an-
nual feature at the Singapore Yacht Show; water 
toy demonstrations and performances are sched-
uled to take place April 6-9. 


